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1 Introduction
1.1 The ACONTIS RTOSWin Product Family

The ACONTIS RTOSWin family is a family of Windows virtualization solutions for multiple real-time
operating systems and Microsoft Windows.
The key component of all these solutions is the RTOS Virtual Machine. The real-time operating
systems are executed on top of the RTOS VM.
On Time Informatik is providing the RTVmf-32 component for On Time RTOS-32. Using this
component together with the RTOS VM runtime On Time RTOS-32 can be executed together with
Windows.
More details about the virtual machine can be found in the RTOS VM User Manual.
 Operating Modes
 Realtime Device Management (how to control hardware)
 RTOS VM configuration
 Booting the RTOS
 Communication Services: The RTOS Library
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1.2 The ACONTIS RTOS Virtual Machine
The ACONTIS RTOS-VM provides a light-weight real-time virtualization platform for Windows.
On top of this platform either real-time firmware, custom or off-the-shelf real-time operating systems
can be executed.
When using multicore CPUs one can choose between two general operation modes. A more detailed
description about possible operation modes can also be found in the RTOS VM User Manual.

1.2.1 Shared Mode Operation
Windows shall run on all CPU cores and only one CPU core shall additionally run the real-time
software. If the Windows application needs a lot of CPU power (e.g. for image processing) this will be
the appropriate operation mode even on multi-core CPUs. In shared mode operation Windows (on this
core) will usually only get CPU time when the real-time software is idle.

The following diagram illustrates the flow of control:

e IRQ
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Real-time
ISR


Windows

Windows


Priority of Execution


Real-time
Tasks

Real-time Software

Operating states of the RTOS-VM in shared mode


Exception-handling or a higher priority interrupt becomes outstanding.



Interrupt Service Routine optionally starts a new task and then finishes.



From the idle-state, VxWorks transfers control to Windows operating system.

Note: When running the RTOS-VM in shared mode on multiprocessor/multicore systems this state
diagram is only applicable for one CPU core in the system (by default on the first core). All other CPU
cores will run Windows only.
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1.2.2 Exclusive Mode Operation
Windows and the real-time software shall run fully independently on different CPU cores. Using this
mode will lead to much shorter interrupt and task latencies as there is no need to switch from Windows
to the real-time software.

The following diagram, illustrates the flow of control on a dual core system:
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Windows
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Real-time
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Operating states of the RTOS-VM in exclusive mode


Exception-handling or a higher priority interrupt becomes outstanding.



Interrupt Service Routine optionally starts a new task and then finishes.

Note: When running the RTOS-VM in exclusive mode Windows will never be interrupted. Application
and interrupt processing run concurrently and independently on both CPU cores. There is no need in
the real-time software to enter the idle state.
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1.3 RTOS32Win Architecture Overview
RTOS32Win is split into two main components:
a) The ACONTIS RTOS Virtual Machine runtime (VMF runtime)
b) The On Time Informatik RTVmf-32 component. This component is provided by On Time
Informatik.
The RTVmf-32 component provided by On Time Informatik enabled the On Time RTOS-32 operating
system to run on top of the RTOS Virtual Machine.
It is using Virtual Machine Framework (VMF) functions to access the RTOS VM.

On Time RTOS-32

Embedded Application
RTTarget-32
RTKernel-32
components

RTIP-32: TCP/IP Stack
RTOS-LibraryInterface

RTVmf-32 component

Virtual Network Driver

Network Packet
Library

Basic VMF API (HAL)

BASIC VMF
(Hardware Abstraction
Layer)

RTOS-Library
(Communication)

Virtual Network driver

OS switching
MP technology

Sockets

Shared Memory, Events

KUKA VMF Binary Module

RTOS driver

Uploader DLL

User Application
Windows

RTOS
Bootloader
RTOS-32

RTOS-32 Image
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1.4 Components
1.4.1 Development components
To develop software for RTOS32Win the following components are provided.
a) On Time RTOS-32
The RTVmf-32 component provides all libraries, header files and tools to develop and debug
software for RTOS32Win.
On Time RTOS-32 and RTVmf-32 are provided by On Time Informatik GmbH.
b) RTOS32Win development components (SDK + Documentation)
The following files are shipped with RTOS32Win for development support:
- RTOS32Win User Manual
- RTOS VM User Manual (basic technology description)
- RTOS Library for Windows/RTOS communication
- SDK with Example applications
RTOS32Win is provided by acontis technologies GmbH.

1.4.2 Runtime components
The runtime components are split into the following main parts:
a) RTOS32Win runtime components (ACONTIS RTOS Virtual Machine)
b) Configuration files
For more informations about the Configuration files see chapter 2.1.
c) On Time RTOS-32 runtime image (this is the application built by Visual Studio 2005 or newer)
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2 RTOS32Win configuration settings
2.1 Rtos-32.config – the RTOS32Win configuration file
All RTOS32Win configuration settings are stored in the file Rtos-32.config. (e.g. C:\Program
Files\acontis_technologies\RTOS32Win\Bin\Windows\Config\). If you wish to use a different
configuration file, you may specify another filename and/or a different path by using the –config option
of the Uploader command.
Note: When using local debugging with the original example application of On Time RTOS-32 (e.g.
HelloVmf) the Rtos-32.config file located in the appropriate example directory (e.g. C:\Program
Files\On Time RTOS-32 5.0\Demomsdev\Hellovmf) will be used.
General configuration settings are described in the RTOS VM User manual (e.g. memory
configuration, operation mode).

2.1.1 Syntax
The configuration file is an ASCII file that can be modified with a simple editor. Its syntax is similar to
that of a Windows registry file.

2.1.1.1 General rules


The first entry in a configuration file must be RtosConfig.



Because comments are introduced by a semicolon ( ; ), all characters following a semicolon
will be ignored.



No single line in the configuration file may exceed 256 characters.

2.1.1.2 Keys, Entries, and Values
The configuration settings are stored using keys. Specific settings are stored in entries. Every entry
has both a name and a value. Every entry is subordinated to a specific key.
Example:
[Key]
“EntryName“=EntryValue
There are different types of values:


Single hexadecimal value (dword)
“EntryName”=dword:1F



Strings
“EntryName”=”This is a string”



Multiple Strings
“EntryName”=multi_sz:”First string”,”Second string”,”Last string”



Multiple hexadecimal values
“EntryName”=hex:XX,YY,…,ZZ

2.1.1.3 Include statements
Configuration commands and parameters can be split into multiple files. You may use an include
statement to incorporate other configuration files into Rtos-32.config.
Examples:
#include "network.config"
#include "application.config"
Important notes:
If no additional path information is given, included files must be located in the same directory as
Rtos-32.config.
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2.1.2 Dll Loader settings
The delivered Dll loader application “Loader.bin” will try to load the Dll "Application.dll" to execute the
function “main”.
This behavior can be configured using config file entries:
Section [Rtos\Loader]
Entry Name
DllName

FunctionName

Type

Description

string

Name of the Dll to be loaded.
Omitted = Default = “Application.dll”

string

Name of the function to be called.
Omitted = Default = “main”
The function has to be of type:
int (__cdecl *)( void );
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3 Tutorials
3.1 Running the shipped RTOS-32Demo example application
This tutorial shows how to run the shipped RTOS-32Demo example application.
It assumes that RTOS32Win is installed on the PC. The compiled RTOS-32Demo example application
is based on RTOS-32Demo example (the same source code was used!).


Start the System Manager
 if it’s the first launch of the System Manager opens a dialog to enter a workspace directory.



Select “My Computer” node on the treeview and add an RTOS to the configuration.
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Select the “Application” node of the RTOS #1 section and push the “Open Existing
Application” button.



Select RTOE-32Demo.bin as real-time application
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Start the RTOS-32Demo with pushing the green “Start” button



Debug Console output:

In the Debug Console you can see some output with various aspects of On Time RTOS-32
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3.2 RTOS-32Demo example application (Visual Studio 20XX)
In this tutorial you will learn how to compile and debug the RTOS-32Demo example application with
Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 or newer. It assumes that both RTOS32Win and On Time RTOS-32 are
installed on the same PC.
The debug connection will be using the virtual network between Windows and On Time RTOS-32.
See chapter 5.1 for more information about local debugging.
The RTOS-32Demo example application is located in directory …SDK\Examples\RTOS-32\RTOS32Demo.


Start the System Manager
 if it’s the first launch of the System Manager opens a dialog to enter a workspace directory.



Select “My Computer” node on the treeview and add an RTOS to the configuration.
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Select the “Application” node of the RTOS #1 section and push the “Create New Apllication
Project (Debug Only)” button.



Select RTOE-32Demo.bin as real-time application
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Open Visual Studio with pushing the “Open Project with Visual Studio...”

 The real-time part with the debug monitor will be started (if On Time RTOS-32 is available
on the system)
 Visual Studio will be started with the needed environment for RTOS-32 projects. It will
further execute the project wizard and create a solution with the selected project.


The Visual Studio should show the following screen. The RTOS-32Demo example application
should be ready for compile (pressing F5)
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Start the Debug Console on your target (Sytem Manager - Monitor icon)



Start debugging the code. In VS2005 or newer the normal debug utilities are available.
To set breakpoints in the code use F9. To start debugging press F5, or use the green dart.
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In the Debug Console the output is displayed.
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3.3 RealtimeDemo example application (Visual Studio 20XX)
In this tutorial you will learn how to compile and debug the RealtimeDemo example application with
Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 or newer. It assumes that both RTOS32Win and On Time RTOS-32 are
installed on the same PC.
The debug connection will be using the virtual network between Windows and On Time RTOS-32.
See chapter 5.1 for more information about local debugging.
The RealtimeDemo example application is located in directory …SDK\Examples\RTOS32\RealtimeDemo.


Start the System Manager
 if it’s the first launch of the System Manager opens a dialog to enter a workspace directory.



Select “My Computer” node on the treeview and add an RTOS to the configuration.
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Select the “Application” node of the RTOS #1 section and push the “Create New Apllication
Project (Debug Only)” button.



Select RealtimeDemo.bin as real-time application
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Open Visual Studio with pushing the “Open Project with Visual Studio...”

 The real-time part with the debug monitor will be started (if On Time RTOS-32 is available
on the system)
 Visual Studio will be started with the needed environment for RTOS-32 projects. It will
further execute the project wizard and create a solution with the selected project.


The Visual Studio should show the following screen. The RealtimeDemo example application
should be ready for compile (pressing F5)
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Start the Debug Console on your target (Sytem Manager - Monitor icon)



Start debugging the code. In VS2005 or newer the normal debug utilities are available.
To set breakpoints in the code use F9. To start debugging press F5, or use the green dart.
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4 Example Applications
To make your initial experiences in working with RTOS32Win and On Time RTOS-32 go smoothly, a
number of example application programs have been provided with the product release. Some are
intended as exercises help familiarize you with various system features; others are useful tools. Much
of the code can serve as model software that can save you time in developing your own applications.
The example applications are located on the product release CD-ROM at <CD>\SDK\Examples. Per
default, setup copies the sample application programs to the directory: C:\Program
Files\acontis_technologies\RTOS32Win\SDK\Examples.

4.1 Building a Windows application
The Microsoft Windows example applications are located in “C:\Program
Files\acontis_technologies\RTOS32Win\SDK\Examples\Windows”.
You can create and debug these applications with Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 or newer.
A short description how to build the examples can be found in this directory (file
HowToBuildTheExamples.txt).

4.2 Building a RTOS (RTOS-32) application
The Microsoft WinCE example applications are located in “C:\Program
Files\acontis_technologies\RTOS32Win\SDK\Examples\RTOS-32”.
You can create and debug these applications with Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 or newer (up to
VS2015).
The recommended way of building the examples is through the System Manager. It detects all
installed examples and installed Visual Studios. The setup will install “Project Template Wizard” addins for each installed Visual Studio version. Using those the System Manager can create the needed
environment for an RTOS-32 based image, including preparing specific example directory, copying of
source files into this directory, starting the debug monitor, starting of the Visual Studio with RTOS-32
environment, creating the Visual Studio project with the supplied wizards and prepare all needed steps
for compiling and debugging.
“Not supported” examples by default can be created using the “Empty Project” example template from
the drop-down box. Further information can be found in the next chapter.
Prior to running other example applications you should have successfully executed the RTOS32Demo example application tutorial in chapter 3.2.


Start the System Manager
 if it’s the first launch of the System Manager opens a dialog to enter a workspace directory.
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Select “My Computer” node on the treeview and add an RTOS to the configuration.



Select the “Application” node of the RTOS #1 section and push the “Create New Application
Project (Debug Only)” button.
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Select for example RealtimeDemo and push OK button.

 Hint: all available examples, which are supported by the System Manager, are listed in the
drop-down box.
 Important: “Not supported” examples by default can be created using the “Empty Project”
example template from the drop-down box. The sources must be copied manually into the
location of the created Visual Studio project and must be added to the project. All other steps
are the same.


Push "Open Project with Visual Studio" button.

 Project will be created and all needed settings are set.
 With installed EVAL version of On Time RTOS-32 (integrated or standalone), the included
precompiled monvmf.bin will be started automatically, before Visual Studio starts.
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Press F7 to compile the project.
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4.3 List of Examples
These examples are based on the RTOS-Library. For more information about this library see the
RTOS VM User Manual.
Windows

RTOS (RTOS-32)

Description

-

EmptyProject

This is used by SystemManager to setup a new project not
derived from an example.

CSharpDemo

-

The C# demo shows you how to use RtosLib functions from a
C# application.

EventDemo

EventDemo

Use the Shared event demo to experiment with Shared
Events between two OS.

-

FileDemo

The File demo shows you how a RTOS-32 application can
remotely access Windows file system.

InterlockDemo

InterlockDemo

The interlock demo shows you how to use the
InterlockedCompareExchange function to synchronize shared
memory access works between two OS.

MsgQueueDemo

MsgQueueDemo

Use the Message queue demo to see how a simple
communication channel can be established between two OS
using a shared memory based message queue to transfer
data.

NotificationDemo

NotificationDemo

The Notification demo shows you, how to receive notifications
when a blue screen error or other system events occur. The
available events depend on the OS.

PipeDemo

PipeDemo

Use the Pipe demo to see how a simple communication
channel can be established between two OS using a shared
memory based pipe to transfer data.

-

RamDskDemo

The RAM disk demo shows how to use a RAM disk to access
files on the PC’s hard disk.

-

RealtimeDemo

-

RTOS-32Demo

-

SharedModeDemo

The real-time demo shows how to determine interrupt and
task latency of the timer interrupt. All output messages are
stored in a result file (C:\latency.txt) after stopping On Time
RTOS-32.
If too many messages are generated than the result file can
store, then the output will be wrapped (new messages will
again be stored at the beginning of the file, the oldest
messages will be destroyed).
This example application demonstrates various aspects of On
Time RTOS-32. It is shipped with RTOS32Win (RTOS32Demo) and with On Time RTOS-32 (HelloVmf). The
HelloVmf solution doesn’t serves as basis for all other
RTOS32Win RTOS-32 example applications! See chapter 4.2
Building a RTOS (RTOS-32) application for more information
about how to build the example applications for On Time
RTOS-32.
This demo application shows some aspects when running On
Time RTOS-32 in shared mode operation (Windows and
RTOS-32 are executed on the same processor core, see also
chapter 1.2.1).
When running in shared mode Windows only gets CPU time
when the RTOS-32 application becomes idle (all RTOS-32
threads are blocked or delayed). If the RTOS-32 application
misses to become idle Windows will not get any CPU time
and will remain in a frozen state. This demo shows how an
idle watchdog can be implemented to detect and resolve such
situations.
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When RTOS32Win shall be used as a simulation environment
for RTOS-32 then usually it will operate in shared mode. It is
strongly recommended then, that the RTOS-32 application will
install an idle watchdog mechanism to catch situations where
the application misses to become idle. The idle watchdog is a
high priority task that will force RTOS-32 to switch back to
Windows until the next RTOS-32 interrupt occurs (usually the
timer interrupt). See also function RtosIdle() in the RTOS VM
User Manual.
Another feature shown in the SharedModeDemo is the
capability to measure the time consumption per time slice
(both, Windows and On Time RTOS-32). This is a very useful
feature for diagnosing CPU consumption in RTOS-32.
Use the Shared memory demo to see how a simple
communication channel can be established between two OS
using Shared Memory to transfer data.

ShmDemo

ShmDemo

SocketDemo

SocketDemo

Use the Socket demo to see how a simple communication
channel can be established between two OS using shared
memory based socket to transfer data.

-

StdioFileDemo

The File demo shows you how a WinCE application can
remotely access Windows file system using the C standard
library functions.

-

TelnetSmbDemo

The Telnet and SMB demo shows how to create a simple
Telnet server and how to access a file using a Windows
network share. To run these examples the Telnet client and
SMB client components for On Time RTOS-32 are required.

UploadDemo

-

Use the Upload demo to see how a simple application can
start and stop a RTOS.
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5 User’s Guide
This Programmers Guide presents some additional technical information that engineers and
programmers require to successfully write software for the RTOS32Win environment.
Basic information can be found in the RTOS VM User manual as well.

5.1 Local debugging
When both, the development environment (Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 or newer) and the
RTOS32Win runtime are executed on the same PC, local debugging via the virtual network can be
used.
To get a proper debugging environment, it’s recommended to use the System Manager. It will start the
Visual Studio with the needed parameter, set-up a project with the supplied wizards, etc.
The tutorial in chapter 3.2 shows how to locally debug the shipped RTOS-32Demo example
application.

5.1.1 Operation Mode
If local debugging is selected in shared mode operation (see the RTOS VM User Manual for more
information about different operating modes) you must not run into situations where On Time RTOS32 doesn’t give up CPU time (e.g. running into a forever-loop without any blocking calls). This would
immediately lead to a “frozen” Windows system as the whole CPU time will be consumed by On Time
RTOS-32. Therefore you should run in exclusive mode while developing and debugging new software.

5.1.2 Debug Monitor
When using the System Manager with the Evaluation Kit of RTOS-32 (integrated or separately
installed) a pre-built monitor image located in %RTE_ROOT%\SDK\On Time RTOS-32 5.0 Evaluation
Kit\Bin or C:\Program Files\On Time RTOS-32 5.0 Evaluation Kit\Bin will be copied to
%WORKSPACE%\projects\monvmf\ at workspace creation time and used. When using the full version
of RTOS-32 the monitor image will be generated and stored also in the .\monvmf sub-directory of the
workspace projects directory (%WORKSPACE%\projects\).
By default, the IP address of the debug monitor image is set to 192.168.157.2 and the virtual network
adapter’s IP address on Windows is set to 192.168.157.1.
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5.1.3 Host and Target Configuration with System Manager
When using the On Time RTOS-32 Evaluation Kit there is no need to adjust the target debug settings
manually. The setup will install all needed files with default settings for local debugging and the
RTOS32Win Real-time Application Wizard will create all needed additional project-based settings for
local debugging. The wizard will be automatically executed by the System Manager through its call of
the Visual Studio.
Furtheron the System Manager will detect an installed On Time RTOS-32 FULL version and will
launch the created debug monitor after successful build of the Visual Studio project.
The runtime image to be used for debugging is created using the „Debug“ configuration in the Visual
Studio project files. A successful build will generate the Monvmf.bin file to be booted by the System
Manager.

5.1.4 Development Host Configuration - Basics
The debug interface on the development host system is determined in file rttarget.ini
(%RTE_ROOT%\SDK\Tools\VS-AddIn):
[COM]
Port=IP 192.168.157.2
This file will be installed through the setup process with these default settings and the user should be
able to debug locally out of the box without further changes to this file.

5.1.5 Development Host and Target Configuration – Step-by-Step
The following steps are required to get a valid debugging environment for Rtos32Win with help of the
System Manager:


Start the System Manager
 if it’s the first launch of the System Manager opens a dialog to enter a workspace directory.



Select “My Computer” node on the treeview and add an RTOS to the configuration.
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Select the “Application” node of the RTOS #1 section and push the “Create New Application
Project (Debug Only)” button.



Select p.ex. RealtimeDemo and push OK button.
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Push "Open Project with Visual Studio" button.

 Project will be created and all needed settings are set.
 With installed EVAL version of On Time RTOS-32 (integrated or standalone) the included
precompiled monvmf.bin will be started automatically, before the Visual Studio is started.


Press F7 to compile the project.



Start the Debugger in Visual Studio

Caution: With installed On Time RTOS-32 FULL version the debug monitor will exists after first
compiling of the Visual Studio project. Therefore after successful compiling, switch to System Manager
and push the green start button. The generated debug monitor will be started. Switch back to Visual
Studio and press F5 to start a debugging session.
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5.2 Debugging a remote target
When the development environment (Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 or newer) and the RTOS32Win
runtime are executed on different PCs, remote debugging will have to be used. The following section
describes in detail how this can be accomplished.
Important: It’s recommended to use the supplied System Manager and take care of the order of
needed steps.

5.2.1 Method 1: Using the virtual network and bridging
For connecting the development host system with the RTOS32Win target network bridging in the
RTOS32Win target computer can be used.
The following figure shows how PC1 (the development host system) is connected with PC2 (the
RTOS32Win target system). Both PCs are connected via Windows using TCP/IP networking. On Time
RTOS-32 only has direct access to the virtual network.

PC1
PC2
MS Visual Studio 2005
Windows
void
{
...
}

RTOS-32

main ()

Uploader
Ethernet
Driver

Ethernet-Driver

Virtual
Network
Driver

NIC

NIC

VNET

Without network bridging only Windows on PC2 would have access to On Time RTOS-32.
With network bridging the On Time RTOS-32 operating system becomes also visible for Windows on
PC1 and all other PCs in the same subnet of PC1 and PC2 (blue line).
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On PC2 open the network property sheet and select both, the Windows network adapter and the
virtual network adapter and choose “Bridge Connections”.

If multiple remote target systems are used with active network bridging the MAC address of the virtual
network adapter has to be adjusted to avoid serious networking problems.
By default the MAC address of the virtual network adapter is set to AA:BB:CC:DD:EE:02.
Normally this address is hidden outside the virtual network. But when bridging is active, this MAC
address will be seen in the bridged network as well. If more than one bridged system is active this
would lead to duplicate MAC addresses in the network and finally lead to unpredictable behavior
(unreachable systems).
To avoid such situations the MAC addresses of all bridged RTOS32Win target systems have to be set
to unique values. The MAC address is determined in the Rtos-32.config file in section [Rtos]:
"VnetMacAddress"="AA:BB:CC:DD:EE:02"
A simple solution would be to change the 5th byte from EE to a unique value beginning with 00 up to
FF, for example:
First RTOS32Win target system: "VnetMacAddress"="AA:BB:CC:DD:00:02"
Second RTOS32Win target system: "VnetMacAddress"="AA:BB:CC:DD:01:02"
Third RTOS32Win target system: "VnetMacAddress"="AA:BB:CC:DD:02:02"
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5.2.2 Method 2: Using a On Time RTOS-32 assigned network adapter
If a network adapter card is assigned to be controlled by On Time RTOS-32 it is possible to use this
interface for remote debugging.
The following figure shows how PC1 (the development host system) is connected with PC2 (the
RTOS32Win target system). Both PCs are connected via Windows using TCP/IP networking. A
second network adapter card is used by On Time RTOS-32, i.e. a direct connection to On Time
RTOS-32 is available.
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5.2.3 Debug Monitor
When using the System Manager with the Evaluation Kit of RTOS-32 (integrated or separately
installed) a pre-built monitor image located in %RTE_ROOT%\SDK\On Time RTOS-32 5.0 Evaluation
Kit\Bin or C:\Program Files\On Time RTOS-32 5.0 Evaluation Kit\Bin will be copied to
%WORKSPACE%\projects\monvmf\ at workspace creation time and used. When using the full version
of RTOS-32 the monitor image will be generated and stored also in the .\monvmf sub-directory of the
workspace projects directory (%WORKSPACE%\projects\).
By default, the debug monitor is set up for local debugging, the IP address of the debug monitor image
therefore is set to 192.168.157.2 and the virtual network adapter’s IP address on Windows is set to
192.168.157.1. This will have to be changed when remote debugging shall be used. The sections
below show how to change these settings.
Important: the Debug Monitor of the development system (host) must be copied to the target system,
if remote debugging is desired.
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5.2.4 Step-by-Step Host and Target Configuration with System Manager
It’s recommended to carry out the steps in the order described so that you get the remote debugging
running. Steps which are marked with <optional> can be skipped.
As a prerequisite for the described steps an installed RTOS32Win-SDK on host side and an installed
RTOS-32Win Runtime on target side are a must.
Important: The steps slightly differ, if a .BIN project or a .dll (.DLM) project shall be set up to be
debugged remotely (mainly at part B/C).
Important: The steps are grouped in parts A-E over host and target. Each part depends on the
previous part!

5.2.4.1 Development Host Configuration – Part A


Start the System Manager
 if it’s the first launch of the System Manager opens a dialog to enter a workspace directory.



Select “My Computer” node on the tree view and add an RTOS to the configuration.
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Select the “Application” node of the RTOS #1 section and push the “Create New Application
Project (Debug Only)” button.



Select p.ex. RealtimeDemo and push OK button.
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Scroll to <Development|Debugging> section and push the “Settings” button.



"Edit DEBUG Connection Settings" dialog will pop up.



Select “Remote Debugging” and enter the IP address of the target.
Please note, this IP address must not be in use by other computers in your network andit has
to fit into your company’s IP environment. You may have to ask your System Administrator to
get a free IP address for that purpose. Both, host and target computer must be in the same
network. In following steps this IP address will be called “$Target-IP$”



Push the OK button.
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Check if remote debugging and changed $Target-IP$ has been saved.



Push "Open Project with Visual Studio" button.

 Project will be created and all needed settings are set.
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Press F7 to compile the project.

5.2.4.2 Target Configuration – Part B


Start the System Manager
 if it’s the first launch of the System Manager opens a dialog to enter a workspace directory.



Select “My Computer” node on the tree view and add an RTOS to the configuration.
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Select the “Application” node of the RTOS #1 section and push the “Open Existing
Application” button.



Note: Several of the next step depend on the project type you intend to use. Please carefully
read these sections and select the appropriate settings. There are in total 6 types of
applications, binary (BIN) and DLL (DLM) type projects as well as Non EtherCAT projects,
EtherCAT projects and Motion projects.



Non EtherCAT <.BIN project>: Select application “Default Remote DEBUG for BIN projects”.
Note: for EtherCAT projects use the EC-Master and for Motion projects use the appropriate
EC-Motion type application. For DLM projects, see below.
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Non EtherCAT <.DLM project>: Select application “Default Remote DEBUG for DLM projects”
Note: for EtherCAT projects use the EC-Master and for Motion projects use the appropriate
EC-Motion type



For any <.DLM project>: Insert the name of dll. The name must match DLL name of part A. In
this case “RealtimeDemo.dll” (for the standard EtherCAT demo it is ECMasterDemo).

If you want to change the DLL name at a later time, please insert the following lines into the
user configuration file (System Manager – Configuration – Edit user.config):
[Rtos\Loader]
"DllName"="MyDllName.dll"
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<optional> Start Target Console (VIO)



Prepare network for remote debugging (chapter 5.2.1 or 5.2.2). It is recommended to use
bridging the virtual network and the physical network.

5.2.4.3 Copy Debug Monitor & ‘\RtFiles\.’-Subdirectory – Part C


Copy the whole Debug Monitor directory <host>%WORKSPACE%\projects\monvmf\*.* to
<target>%WORKSPACE%\projects\monvmf\*.* and override the included files. Leave the
directory structure intact!
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For any <.DLM project>: Copy all required files from directory
<host>%WORKSPACE%\rtfiles\*.* to <target>%WORKSPACE%\rtfiles\*.*
Note: every time a DLM project is changed and rebuilt on the host it is required to copy it into
the target again!
It is recommended to create a network share for the rtfiles directory on the target and change
the settings in Visual Studio in a way, that the output files are directly stored at the target
system.
The following screenshot shows how to set the output directory to a target system with IP
address 172.17.10.66 and the network share name RtFiles. This setting is required for both
projects within the Visual Studio project (Loader as well as the DLL project).
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5.2.4.4 Target Configuration – Part D


Start the real-time part (launch debug monitor) with the green start button of the System
Manager icon bar.



<Optional> If the Target Console (VIO) is running, then the Debug Monitor displays the
configured $Target-IP$.
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5.2.4.5 Development Host Configuration – Part E


Scroll to <Development|Debugging> section and push the “Test Connection” button.

 If successful: a message box with "Test target IP address for debugging successful!" will
pop up.
 If failure: a message box with “Test target IP address for debugging failed! Please check
connection and/or IP settings!” will pop up  check network settings!


Pressing F5 in Visual Studio will start the debugging.

5.2.5 Important hints


Important: After changing the $Target-IP$ on host side, repeating parts C – E are always a
must!
 Furthermore, a running instance of Visual Studio with the current project must be restarted
and then the project must be recompiled with “rebuild all” command.



Note: do not re-launch the debug monitor in an on-going debug session!
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5.3 Accessing PCI cards
When PCI cards shall be controlled by On Time RTOS-32 the PC will have to be partitioned first.
By default, all hardware first belongs to Windows.
To being able to access hardware from within On Time RTOS-32 it will have to be separated from
Windows. This is described in detail in the RTOS VM User Manual.
After separation is done, the usual methods within On Time RTOS-32 can be used to access PCI
cards. See the On Time RTOS-32 manuals for more information.
Within the Windows Device Manager all devices available for On Time RTOS-32 will appear in the
“Realtime OS Devices” tree:
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5.4 Using RtosLib Remote File System
An RTOS-32 application can access host (Windows) files by using a file system driver included in
RTOS-32 RtosLib (part of rtvmf.lib).
On host (Windows) side the RtosService contains a configurable file server – see “RtosVMUserManual.pdf” chapter “RTOS File Server for RtosFile support” for details.
An RTOS-32 application needs to add the following globals into its main application. This will add the
RtosLibFileSystem to some other default file systems of RTOS-32. The RtosLibFileSystem will be
using drive “C:”
static RTFileSystem Console
0, &RTConsoleFileSystem };
static RTFileSystem LPTFiles
0, &RTLPTFileSystem };
static RTFileSystem RAMFiles
0, &RTRAMFileSystem };
static RTFileSystem RtosLibFiles
0, &RTRtosLibFileSystem, 0, 0 };
RTFileSystem * RTFileSystemList[] =
{
&Console,
&LPTFiles,
&RAMFiles,
&RtosLibFiles,
NULL
};

= { RT_FS_CONSOLE,

0,

= { RT_FS_LPT_DEVICE,

0,

= { RT_FS_FILE,

1<<('D'-'A'),

= { RT_FS_FILE | RT_FS_IS_DEFAULT, 1<<('C'-'A'),

Additionally An RTOS-32 application hast to call these functions to ensure the file system will work:
On Init:
-

RtosLibInit()

-

RtosCommStart()

On De-Init:
-

RtosCommStop()

-

RtosLibDeinit()

Please see “RtosVM-UserManual.pdf” for additional information about these functions.
The Dll-Loader, part of every RTOS-32 example, is an example using the RtosLib FileSystem.
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6 Version History
A general version history containing information about new features, migration hints and
improvements can be found in the release notes file “ReleaseHistory.txt”.
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